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x 7.4in. x 0.2in.This study develops techno-economic models for assessment of the conversion of
biomass to valuable fuel products via fast pyrolysis and bio-oil upgrading. The upgrading process
produces a mixture of naphtha-range (gasoline blend stock) and diesel-range (diesel blend stock)
products. This study analyzes the economics of two scenarios: onsite hydrogen production by
reforming bio-oil, and hydrogen purchase from an outside source. The study results for an nth
plant indicate that petroleum fractions in the naphtha distillation range and in the diesel distillation
range are produced from corn stover at a product value of 3. 09gal (0. 82liter) with onsite hydrogen
production or 2. 11gal (0. 56liter) with hydrogen purchase. These values correspond to a 0. 83gal (0.
21liter) cost to produce the bio-oil. Based on these nth plant numbers, product value for a pioneer
hydrogen-producing plant is about 6. 55gal (1. 73liter) and for a pioneer hydrogen-purchasing
plant is about 3. 41gal (0. 92liter). Sensitivity analysis identifies fuel yield as a key variable for the
hydrogen-production scenario. Biomass cost is important for both scenarios. Changing feedstock
cost from 50-100 per short ton changes the...
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This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na K locko III
A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a Pollich
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